In situ comparison of varying composite tibial tunnel interference screws used for ACL soft tissue graft fixation.
This mechanical study using an in vitro porcine model compared composite interference screw fixation of soft tissue ACL grafts in tibial tunnels. Forty-eight porcine profundus tendons and tibiae were divided into four groups of 12 closely matched specimens. Equivalent diameter grafts were assigned to each group. Tibial bone tunnels were drilled to 0.5mm greater than graft diameter. Grafts were fixed in tunnels using one 10 × 35 mm composite interference screw designed by four different manufacturers. Maximal insertion torque and perceived within group mechanical testing outcome predictions were recorded. Constructs were potted and loaded into a six degrees of freedom clamp that placed the servohydraulic device tensile loading vector in direct tunnel alignment. Constructs were pre-loaded to 25 N, pre-conditioned between 0 and 50 N for 10 cycles (0.5 Hz), submaximally tested between 50 and 250 N for 500 cycles (one hertz) and load to failure tested at 20mm/min. Statistically significant differences were not observed between groups for displacement during submaximal cyclic loading, yield load, displacement at yield load, stiffness, ultimate load at failure and displacement at ultimate load. One composite screw group displayed a slightly greater proportion of specimens that required use of more than one screw during insertion. Under highly controlled conditions groups displayed comparable fixation.